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Ardizzone, Edward. Ship's Cook Ginger: written and illus. by Edward Ardizzone. Macmillan,
1978. 78-7518. 48p. $7.95.
Like earlier stories about Tim, this has a breezy, nonchalant way of dealing with
R children's involvement in crises: Tim and his friend Ginger are allowed to stay on
2-3 board Captain McFee's ship when Tim's parents are called back from the trip, and
what could be more natural than Tim's manning the wheel and saving the ship when
the crew is decimated by illness? Ginger pinch hits as ship's cook for the same
reason: while his raspberry-sardine sandwiches and putting mustard in coffee to
make it hot are not quite believable, they furnish the sort of humor younger readers
enjoy. It's a blithe tale of action and accomplishment, and the illustrations indicate
that, for Ardizzone, age cannot wither nor custom stale. ...
Bennett, Archie. The New Color-Picture Dictionary for Children; illus. by Nancy Sears.
Consolidated, 1978. 76-42144. 252p. $7.95.
Very similar to the Wright dictionary reviewed below, this is profusely illustrated,
Ad although the pictures do not always serve to expand comprehension; if sentences like
1-4 "Bill is happy INDEED with his new bike. Bill is REALLY happy with his new
bike," are used to explain the word, "indeed," the picture of a boy on a bicycle
doesn't help. The definitions include such alternate forms as plurals, but not, for
verbs, other tenses. One hundred words are marked by an asterisk to denote special
difficulty, words like gorilla, pachyderm (there is no listing for elephant), juvenile,
salute, winsome, and witness. Why "witness" is considered more difficult than
"frighten" is not made clear. Not outstanding, not always consistent ("serve" is
listed, but not "serves"; "tends" is listed but not "tend") in form, the book has a
format that facilitates use, with key words in large print at the left of each page and
with definitions or explanations on the right.
Cook, Marjorie. To Walk on Two Feet. Westminster, 1978. 77-17369. 93p. $7.50.
Fifteen-year-old Carrie has lost both lower legs in an accident; her story, which
M begins when she is home from the hospital, concerns her adjustment and her in-
5-7 volvement in helping to detect and catch a criminal. At first despairing and un-
cooperative, Carrie adjusts to prosthetic devices, even goes on her first date; one of
the few strengths of the book is that her parents and other adults do not permit her to
become dependent, but firmly and kindly insist she do things for herself. (Having no
financial problems helps; three wheelchairs and an elevator chair are provided.)
Having seen a robbery from her window and drawn a picture of the robber, Carrie is
telephoned and threatened by the criminal, who shows up when her parents drive off
for a vacation (her grandparents haven't yet arrived) and takes her mother's car and
all the money in the house. Her parents conveniently return and give chase; the
criminal---out of gas--pulls Carrie into another car as his hostage and drives off. He's
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caught and shot; Carrie escapes uninjured. The plot seems grafted onto the major
part of the story, but it's contrived and melodramatic; Carrie's real victory is over
herself, and the melodrama lessens the impact of her achievement. The characteriza-
tion is slight, dialogue is merely adequate, and the writing style is mediocre.
Cosner, Shaaron. American Cowgirls; Yesterday and Today; illus. with photographs. McKay,
1978. 77-14911. 54p. $6.95.
With a first chapter giving some facts about cowgirls of the past, this focuses on
Ad rodeo skills and tasks of the working cowgirl, with some facts about the latter also
5-7 included in the chapters on clothing and equipment. Women rodeo riders still get less
pay than men, and there are fewer cowgirls than cowboys, but the number of women
in these fields are increasing each year. The addition of a short chapter that provides
six recipes for typical chuck-wagon food seems gratuitous; a bibliography is included
in a book that is less appealing for its writing style than for its topic.
Dean, Anabel. Fire: How Do They Fight It? Westminster, 1978. 77-17635. 112p. illus. $8.95.
A well-organized text is weakened by staccato writing style and is difficult to read
Ad because of deplorably small print. There's a smattering of historical material, an
5-7 explanation of what causes fires, and separate chapters on various kinds of fires:
forest fires, chemical and electrical fires, fires on cities or on water, etc. The final
chapters describe moder fire-fighting and fire prevention. A bibliography and an
index are appended.
Farthing, Alison. The Mystical Beast; illus. by Anne Mieke. Hastings House, 1978. 78-3668.
123p. $5.95.
Sara and Henry follow their new acquaintance, Lavinia, down a manhole into the
NR "Other Side," a fantasy land where Lavinia is destined to be the Hereditary Keeper
4-6 of the Mystical Beast. They don't know what the beast looks like or where it is: they
do know that having it gives great power, and they quickly learn that two malevolent
witchlike sisters are doing everything they can to gain that power themselves. When,
at last, the three confront their enemies and bring the beast, a beautiful dragon-like
creature, to the assembled court of the Warlock General, they rescue the animal
rather than capturing it. Abruptly, after this scene, there are six lines to end the story:
they are back in their own place, and Lavinia, waving, goes off to catch a bus. The
fantasy land and its creatures seem contrived, the pace of the story is frenetic, and
the book is likely to appeal primarily to those readers who enjoy anything fantastic
despite artificial structure and wooden characterization.
Fleming, Susan. Trapped on the Golden Flyer; illus. by Alex Stein. Westminster, 1978.
77-15941. 125p. $7.95.
En route to California to stay with relatives, Paul is wretched because his father
M has decided that he can't cope alone: Paul's mother has recently died, and his
4-6 father-a policeman-is often on night shift. The only relevance this fact, stressed at
the start of the story, has is that the experience of being on a train that's marooned for
three days by a storm in the mountains helps Paul's perspective. The element of
danger and the suspense of the situation will doubtless appeal to readers, but the
book is weakened by a pedestrian writing style, inept characterization, and dialogue
of uneven quality.
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Fegely, Thomas D. The World of Freshwater Fish; illus. with photographs and drawings.
Dodd, 1978. 77-16879. 128p. $5.95.
Black and white photographs on almost every page help (to an extent) achieve one
Ad of the purposes of a fairly comprehensive overview of the subject, identification of
5-7 species. Fegely gives facts about anatomical details and differences, reproduction
and spawning, migration, camouflage, pollution, etc., in the first part of the book.
Succeeding chapters list and describe species under such headings as "Game Fish,"
"The Minnow Family," or "Other Interesting and Unusual Fish," and the book
concludes with advice on constructing a home aquarium and caring for its occupants,
and a few pages on "Fish for the Future." The material is well organized; the writing
style is clear but is marred by such unscientific statements as "Hence, nature has
designed their eyes to be spherical and rigid, not rounded and flexible like ours."
While the text pays tribute to conservationists' efforts, it emphasizes fishing for sport
rather than food. A bibliography and an index are appended.
Fox, Paula. The Little Swineherd and Other Tales; illus. by Leonard Lubin. Dutton, 1978.
78-5435. 114p. $7.95.
A new Scheherazade is created in a book of fanciful tales for the older or more
SpR sophisticated reader; many have sly digs at adult pursuits, such as the inane research
6- project in "The Alligator Who Told the Truth," or in the behavior of the talent-
scouting duck. It is the duck who hears a wise goose telling the first tale, "The Little
Swineherd," and promptly decides that he can put the goose on stage. He listens to
each of the tales she tells, five in all, and offers suggestions for improved perfor-
mance, all of which are calmly ignored by the goose. The tales are amusing and wise,
the style fluent and polished.
Gilson, Jamie. Harvey the Beer Can King; illus. by John Wallner. Lothrop, 1978. 78-1807.
127p. Trade ed. $5.95: Library ed. $5.49 net.
Harvey Trumble, who tells the story, is twelve. His parents frown on his collection
Ad of beer cans, but Harvey is sure that he can win the contest for a sixth grade
4-6 "Superkid," especially when he mounts the collection in a rainbow-painted gazebo.
But everything seems to go wrong: he's wheedled into taking (for nothing) some
valuable cans from some younger boys, his newspaper interview makes him sound
conceited, and on voting day he spills his note cards when he's taking his turn at
making a speech. Conscience triumphs; Harvey gives the valuable cans away, and he
urges his classmates to vote for a friend who's injured and can't demonstrate his
prowess as a superkid skateboarder. The book ends on a happy note when Harvey
learns from an adult collector that one of his beer cans is worth a great deal of money.
The writing style is breezy, believable as the narration of a child, and fraught with the
dilemma-humor middle-grades readers enjoy. Characterization is slight, however,
and concentration on the contest makes the story a bit heavy and less than convinc-
ing in plot.
Graber, Richard. A Little Breathing Room. Harper, 1978. 77-25658. 121p. Trade ed. $5.95;
Library ed. $5.79 net.
In a Depression Era story, thirteen-year-old Ray is the one that needs breathing
Ad room, some private space in which he can retreat from the constant badgering of his
6-8 stem, critical father. Even when his little brother gets into trouble, Dad blames Ray.
Ray knows Dad drinks, he knows there are other women, and he burns with resent-
ment when Dad calls the minister in for a little chat and he's told that he must share
his brother's confinement as penance--his brother is confined with a leg fracture,
having fallen downstairs-for (presumably) having been careless and then (certainly)
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for having been cheeky when Dad grilled him about the accident. They have a fight,
and Mom decides Ray should go off to visit his grandmother, so Ray gets his breath-
ing room. And yet, when Dad takes him to the bus and waves, Ray-who tells the
story, now and then cursing his father to himself-says, "I'm almost sure he waved a
little. I wave back like mad." This is like a Pinter play, with less of a plot than an
inexorable development of a situation, establishing character and investigating re-
lationships. Graber does his exposing with a sharp scalpel, but the book is slow-
moving and it achieves no solution: the dramatic scene that leads to Ray's trip really
changes nothing.
Grillone, Lisa. Small Worlds Close Up; by Lisa Grillone & Joseph Gennaro. Crown, 1978.
77-15860. 61p. illus. $7.95.
A series of photographs taken by a scanning electron microscope shows the mar-
R velous intricacy of natural and man-made products. The text is divided in objects that
5-8 are animal, vegetable, or mineral, and the text-although dry in style-gives a con-
siderable amount of information about structure and function: often the authors use
increasing magnification in a set of photographs to show increasingly minute details.
Haas, Dorothy. The Bears Upstairs. Greenwillow, 1978. 78-54683. 192p. Trade ed. $6.95:
Library ed. $6.67 net.
The two small, oddly dressed characters that Wendy meets in the apartment build-
R ing lobby prove to be bears, not people, who are staying in the apartment above hers
3-5 by arrangement with Dr. Corrigan, the absent owner. Their names are Otto and
Ursula Ma'am, and their mission is to get in touch with the bears of another planet,
who are to pick them up on signal. Plans go awry, and Dr. Corrigan comes to the
bears' rescue: to Wendy's mingled sadness and joy, her friends are picked up by a
space ship and take off for the stars. The blue-eyed bears who, save for their paws
and furs, function as though they were people, have a touch of Paddington's gamin
charm: Haas makes them believable and describes their plight and Wendy's concern
with a light touch in a smoothly written book that has good structure and quiet
humor.
Haskins, James S. Who Are the Handicapped? Doubleday, 1978. 76-2777. 109p. illus. $5.95.
Haskins takes a long and sober look at the position of handicapped members of our
R society, discussing the attitudes of the past and the present, and describing some of
8- the ways "normal" people help or further handicap them now or can further help
them in the future. Separate chapters focus on the different types of handicaps, with
special emphasis on handicapped children. As in other books by this author, the
evidence of careful research is equalled by the high quality of organization and
lucidity of the text. A glossary, an index, and an extensive divided bibliography are
appended.
Hess, Lilo. Life Begins for Puppies: written and photographed by Lilo Hess. Scribner, 1978.
77-28256. 48p. $6.95.
When a dogloving photographer discovers that the Sheltie she's brought home
R from an animal shelter is pregnant, she has a fine opportunity to record each step of
4-6 the birth of a litter and the first two months of puppyhood. The pups are beguiling, of
course, but the book offers a great deal more than the pictures, as it describes
gestation and birth, the dog's care and training of her pups, and the changes that
occur in the puppies as they grow.
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Hoke, Helen L., comp. Terrors. Torments and Traumas. Nelson, 1978. 78-2406. 160p. $6.95.
Although this selection of short stories written for adults has the title theme-
Ad assorted horrors-as a bond, the pieces are quite varied, from Victoriana and tradi-
8- tional ghost stories to science fiction tales about cryolosis and robot lovers. Most of
the tales have some element of the occult: the vampire woman in E. F. Benson's
"Mrs. Amworth," and doppelginger in R. C. Cook's "Green Fingers," or the in-
structions from a dead man to commit murder in Christine Thomson's "Message for
Margie." Some of the selections are slow-moving or heavily written, but on the
whole this should prove satisfying fare for those who like chills with their literary
thrills.
Hughes, Shirley. Haunted House: written and illus. by Shirley Hughes. Prentice-Hall, 1978.
77-26814. 44p. $5.95.
Jim and Arthur think the house is haunted, but the face at the window of the old,
M dilapidated mansion proves to be a small girl: Mary is there with her grandmother,
3-5 just appointed caretaker by the absent owner. When he shows up, he is cruel and
demanding: when his wig falls off, little Arthur realizes that the face is not the one
that he's seen in the owner's portrait: the man is an imposter. The true owner turns
the place into an old people's home and gives Granny the first place there. "And
Mary? Jim and Arthur had grown so fond of her that she came to live at their house
. is the abrupt ending to a not very convincing story that is far weaker than the
excellent black and white drawings by one of England's major illustrators of chil-
dren's books. Note that the CIP summary erroneously states that Mary and her
grandmother "are being held captive."
Joerns, Consuelo. The Forgotten Bear: written and illus. by Consuelo Joers. Four Winds,
1978. 78-1546. 31p. $5.95.
Left for many years in the attic of a vacation home, Sam, the toy bear, finds a
M bottle and a note suggesting that a message can be sent out to sea in the bottle. The
3-5 note is signed "Peter." Peter appears. (Despite the fact that "years passed," Peter is
yrs. still a small boy.) They go for a sail, taking the other object Sam has found, a chest,
with them: a storm comes up, lightning strikes the chest, the fireworks in it explode,
and they are rescued. "And afterward Sam always went sailing with Peter," the story
ends. The plot, slight as it is, is heavily dependent on coincidence; the illustrations
are adequate, simple and occasionally lively.
Jones, Adrienne. The Hawks of Chelney; illus. by Stephen Gammell. Harper, 1978. 77-11855.
245p. Trade ed. $7.95: Library ed. $7.89 net.
In a primitive civilization, one who does not conform can easily become an out-
R sider, even a pariah. And this is what happens to Siri, only son of an elderly couple in
7-9 an isolated fishing village. Siri is enthralled by the birds, especially the hawks, that
swoop and nest on the cliffs; his parents cannot understand their lonely, intense child
and reject him. And so Siri, suspected by the villagers of causing the poor fishing
they've had, takes refuge in a cave and lives alone. Alone, until Thea comes; a
shipwrecked waif who distrusts men, she is infinitely slow to respond to Siri's pa-
tience and tenderness, and even when they find comfort in tender mating, she cannot
tolerate their complete isolation. She and Siri are killed by the vengeful villagers-or
are they? The bodies are never found-but the sea hawks are still nesting. . . . The
veiled ending adds a mystic note to a story that has the mournful dignity and passion
of a saga. The style is strong, the characters as harshly-drawn and vivid as the bleak
setting, but this is a book written by a craftsman: style, setting, story line, and
characters are in complete harmony.
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Kidd, Virginia, ed. Millennial Women: Tales for Tomorrow. Delacorte, 1978. 77-86299. 305p.
$8.95.
In a science fiction anthology, six women writers describe women of a future time.
R In "No One Said Forever," by Cynthia Felice, a story that is somewhat obscured by
7- the author's use of alter ego, a young mother faces decision about staying with her
family or accepting an assignment in Antarctica; in Cherry Wilder's "Mab Gallen
Recalled" an older woman faces mandatory retirement. Nicely structured short
stories by Diana Paxson and Elizabeth Lynn envision life styles and familial patterns
have changed. Joan Vinge's novelette, "Phoenix in the Ashes," uses the familiar sf
device of a society that has gone back to primitive ways, and tells a touching story of
two pariahs who marry for convenience and find affection. The star of the collection
is LeGuin's new short novel, "The Eye of the Heron." Like Paxson's tale, it has an
off-planet setting; like Vinge's, it envisions a post-holocaust society. The style is
polished, the story line compelling, and the struggle between good and evil-
exemplified by the confrontation between a ruthless, brutal culture and a band of
colonists with a tradition of peace and non-violent resistance-is timeless.
Knotts, Howard. The Lost Christmas: written and illus. by Howard Knotts. Harcourt, 1978.
78-1903. 27p. (Let Me Read Books) Hardbound $4.95; Paperback $1.75.
Playing with his new train on Christmas Day, Luke is found dozing on the floor, ill
M and fevered. He has a dream about running in the air and riding his train, then wakes
2-3 to find he's been in bed for three days. He regrets missing the rest of the holiday, but
smiles when he remembers his dream and the new train still waiting under the tree. A
slight book has little focus; the soft pencil drawings are nicely textured and imagina-
tive, but they don't quite compensate for the weakness of the story.
Lawler, Pat. My Brother's Place. Pantheon Books, 1978. 78-3288. 224p. Trade ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $6.99 net.
It's fifteen-year-old Chance who tells the story, but the story is really about his
R brother Stam, six years older. Stam's just graduated from college: an amiable, witty,
7-9 and popular drifter, Stam is marking time, waiting for a "place," a goal, a sense of
direction. There is a deep love between the brothers, but it is Chance who loves more
deeply. He worries more than Stam over his brother's debt to a bookie, he forgives
Stam even when he finds out that his brother has had sexual relations with a girl he,
Chance, loves. And when Stam simply walks out of the house on Christmas Eve, for
no apparent reason, it is Chance he comes back for at 4 A.M. Stam's found his
place-a dilapidated, abandoned shack--and he wants his brother there to share it.
But Chance knows that he himself will be the one who will cut the weeds and replace
the missing bathroom door. . . and he knows it will always be that way. Weak on
plot, but strong on character delineation and dialogue, the book has a smooth writing
style and gives a quite affective picture of a happy middle-class family.
Lewis, Thomas P. Clipper Ship: illus. by Joan Sandin. Harper, 1978. 77-11858. 63p. (I Can
Read Books) Trade ed. $4.95: Library ed. $4.79 net.
A story about a clipper ship voyage in the mid-19th century is based on facts, not
Ad on facts about this particular voyage, but on material about similar ones. The story is
2-3 told in a simple direct style, switching from the use of past tense in the first few pages
to present tense. The one incident that weakens the book is the selection (by the
author) of a present offered the travelers by Pacific island natives; somehow the
shrunken human head suggests the stereotyped image of the "savage." The captain's
two children are aboard: the captain's wife takes over when he becomes ill; the ship
puts into a Chilean harbor for repairs, etc. Most of the text incorporates smoothly the
details of period and shipboard life.
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Livingston, Myra Cohn. A Lollygag of Limericks; illus. by Joseph Low. Atheneum, 1978.
77-18060. 44p. $4.95.
The fact that each first line ends with an English place name is the only apparent
Ad link among the limericks in this collection, ably illustrated by Low's satiric sketches.
4-6 A sample of the rhymes: "A man on the Isle of Wight / Complained his left shoe was
too tight / Whereupon he resolved / This was easily solved / By exchanging the left for
the right." The familiarity of the limerick form and the nonsense of many of the
selections should appeal to readers, but some of the selections seem contrived.
Lobel, Anita. The Pancake; written and illus. by Anita Lobel. Greenwillow, 1978. 77-24970.
48p. (Read-alone Books) Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.49 net.
A simplified but fluent version of the familiar folktale is illustrated with decorative,
R framed paintings in pastel tones. Hearing that it is going to be eaten by the cook's
2-3 seven hungry children, a pancake rolls off to escape its fate. Invited to stop and be
nibbled on by a series of animals, the pancake retorts by boasting (cumulatively) of
its escape-and then it meets a wily pig. Those who are chasing the pancake are
disappointed, but the woman offers to make a new and even better pancake, and in
the end there's a throng around the table enjoying the second pancake. With, some
may be glad to see, father scrubbing the pot in the last frame.
Mason, Theodore K. On the Ice in Antarctica; illus. with photographs, charts, and maps.
Dodd, 1978. 77-16856. 160p. $6.95.
A journalist with experience both in Antarctica and at the "Operation Deep
R Freeze" headquarters in New Zealand, Mason describes the experiences of a first
7-9 visit to the continent, and continues by discussing the work of Antarctic explorers,
scientific investigations of the region, and such aspects of Antarctica as its weather,
topology, flora and fauna, and natural resources. Adequately written, save for the
first section, which has touches of trite journalese, the book is comprehensive and
informative. Photographs and diagrams are, for the most part, useful and of good
technical quality: the appended index is in very small print.
Meltzoff, Nancy. A Sense of Balance. Westminster, 1978. 77-18508. 159p. $7.50.
Eighth graders Gail and Cristy are members of the school club for gymnasts, and
NR they both sign up for a summer gymnastics camp. Gail, the protagonist, does well
7-9 enough to be selected for a team; she goes into rigorous training when she gets home
but decides she doesn't want to give up all her other interests and quits the team. The
slight plot is primarily a vehicle for material about gymnastics (the author coached a
junior high girls gymnastics team) and it's eked out with a mild romance and a great
deal of bickering between Gail and Cristy. Characterization is superficial, and the
writing style is pedestrian, with occasional grammatical errors ("Myself, Anne, and
Kerry will be working . .. ") and occasional comments that are not explained: for
example, "One day, when J. J. approached her in the hall, he was overly affection-
ate." What J. J. apparently does is put his arm around her and say, "Which way you
going, babe?" What appeal there may be rests in the details of gymnastic routine.
Merriam, Eve. Unhurry Harry; illus. by Gail Owens. Four Winds, 1978. 78-1302. 27p. $5.95.
Young, but a gifted dawdler, Harry is rushed through his breakfast, sped to school,
Ad and urged on by the monitor. Throughout the school day, it seems that no sooner
K-3 does he get ready to embark on a task than it's time to go on to the next. Back home
(late) Harry is again told to hurry through his supper so that his father can hurry
through a story before leaving. Only when Harry is in bed can he take his time, as his
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fertile mind spins out marvelous imaginary situations. The clean, tidy drawings show
imaginary events in bright color in contrast with black and white reality. The story is
nicely told if at times seeming forced in situation; for example, the class starts with
reading, but the reading period is over by the time Harry has inspected the covers of
his reader. Not much strength in plot, but a palatable expansion of a situation.
Merrill, Susan. Washday; written and illus. by Susan Merrill. Seabury, 1978. 77-12621. 30p.
$6.95.
"*When I was a little girl, washday was my favorite day," the story begins, and it
M describes the delights of those Saturdays when all the family worked together to
K-2 gather the wash and then, when it had come out of the machine, to hang it on the line.
Part of the fun was the picnic lunch, part was folding the sweet-smelling sheets. Once
a thunderstorm threatened, and everybody scrambled to bring the laundry indoors.
And that's that: a bit of nostalgia for those who've shared the experience, a bit of
information for those who haven't. It's not much of a story, however, and the
awkward figures of the clean but flat-hued drawings add little appeal.
Meyer, Carolyn. C. C. Poindexter. Atheneum, 1978. 78-6102. 208p. $7.95.
In her first book of fiction for young people, Meyer, who has produced several
R excellent informational books, presents a fifteen-year-old who copes with being over
7-9 six feet tall, with the problems of a mother who hasn't adjusted well to divorce, and
with the difficulty of accepting her father's new wife-and especially with the dis-
agreeable children of her father's new wife. C. C. (Cynthia), who tells the story, is
strongly influenced by an aunt who's a militant feminist. The diversity of problems
gives the book balance; the strength of the characterizations and relationships gives it
substance. While there is no strong story line, the several plot threads (mother's
growing self-confidence, Dad's efforts to bring his own children and his bride's into a
harmonious group, and C. C.'s collusion in a plan that helps her friend Laura gain
independence) knit together nicely.
Miles, Miska. Noisy Gander: illus. by Leslie Morrill. Dutton, 1978. 77-25938. 27p. $5.95.
Morrill's illustrations, black and white, have the same combination of precision in
Ad detail and softness in technique that distinguish the animal drawings of John
K-2 Schoenherr. The story, blandly and simply told, is slight: a gosling feels uncomfort-
able because all the other barnyard animals are annoyed by his father's ceaseless and
apparently aimless honking. Then, at night, the loud honks of the gander frighten off
a predatory coyote, and the gosling decides that when he grows up he'll honk the way
his father does.
Miles, Patricia. The Gods in Winter. Dutton, 1978. 77-16704. 140p. $7.50.
First published in England, a story that blends fantasy and reality most effectively
R is based on the idea that Demeter still roams the earth mourning her lost daughter and
5-7 rejoicing when she finds her child. Thus the cold, dreary winter; thus the effulgence
of spring. Here the goddess comes in the guise of a housekeeper to the Bramble
family, who have just moved to a new home in the English countryside. The story is
told by Adam, one of the three Bramble children, and he is relieved when he learns
that his sister (and later his mother) have also begun to suspect that Mrs. Korngold
has supernatural powers and that there is a connection between her and the unusually
raw winter they've had. The writing style is polished and the narrative flow even: the
dialogue, exposition, and characterization are equally distinctive.
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Morressy, John. The Drought on Ziax II; illus. by Stanley Skardinski. Walker, 1978. 77-
14651. 77p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.85 net.
A sequel to The Humans of Ziax II has the same cast and a new problem. The
Ad humans and the native Imbur have achieved a modus vivendi; Rilmat, son of the
3-5 Imbur leader, and Toren, son of the space pioneers' commander, are particularly
good friends. Their common enemy is the drought, their common problem its cause.
On a foraging expedition, the boys discover a vicious, fast-growing grass that attacks
them and depletes their bodies' water supply. The adults realize that this strange
orange grass has become rampant since the human depletion of the vicious sork (a
bug-eyed monster in the best sf tradition) and they further realize that the sork had
kept the grass in control. They mount a successful hunt for the hiding sork, aware
now that they have upset the ecological balance of the planet and aware, too, that the
gentle Imbur, who abhor killing, have a better way of controlling the sork. The
writing style is far from outstanding, but the story has an element of mystery and a
mood of danger and suspense that should appeal to readers; its messages of conserva-
tion and pacifism give the book some substance. There is little characterization, but
the characters are believable within the fantasy framework.
Murphy, Jim. Weird & Wacky Inventions. Crown, 1978. 77-15859. 92p. illus. $7.95.
The author has combed the files of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
R for some of the odd devices registered there, and his material is grouped under such
4-6 headings as "From the Neck Up" or "Down on the Farm." The material is interest-
ing, often amusing, and Murphy has given added interest by showing pictures of each
invention, presenting multiple choices for guessing what it is or does, and giving the
answer and a fuller explanation with a turn of the page. Quite useless and totally
fascinating, an entertaining book for browsers.
Norris, Leslie. Merlin & the Snake's Egg; illus. by Ted Lewin. Viking, 1978. 77-15558. 48p.
$6.95.
In his first collection of poems for children, Norris demonstrates his ability to write
R with breadth and clarity, with vivid imagery, and with a lyric tenderness that never
5-8 moves toward sentimentality or obscurity. Many of the poems are about animals
("Walking," "The Old Dog's Song," "The Pit Ponies") or about the beauty of
natural things, such as the sand rose or the fossil fern. "Kevin Scores!" captures the
tension and triumph of a boy's scoring a goal; the title poem is a contrast to the
others, a narrative of quest and magic. A fine collection.
O'Hanlon, Jacklyn. The Door. Dial, 1978. 77-86269. 84p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.46
net.
Everybody in the neighborhood liked the peddler, Mr. Pelf, except Rachel; there
Ad was something about him that frightened her, a cold malevolence. She was even more
4-6 afraid when he gave her a door. And when she walked through it, Rachel found she
was in a land of captured children, hollow and beckoning, who tried to catch her. She
escaped, nobody believed her story, and-although terrified-she went back through
the door to rescue her friend Ralph. She snatched the key from the evil Pelf, got home
safely with Ralph. They locked the door and hammered the key flat-and the story
ends with Pelf's truck mysteriously stripped and the owner missing. O'Hanlon's
writing style is competent, but the plot is a structured pastiche that is awkwardly
joined, and the fantasy and realism do not mesh.
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Perry, Patricia. Mommy and Daddy Are Divorced; by Patricia Perry and Marietta Lynch;
illus. with photographs. Dial, 1978. 77-86268. 24p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.46
net.
Designed by two teachers of young children as a book that might answer questions
Ad frequently asked by them, this seems adequate, but not significantly successful, in
4-6 achieving that goal. The use of photographs and of first person writing gains im-
yrs. mediacy, as Ned-older of two small boys-tells the story. Daddy comes to visit, and
they are sad or angry when he must go; Mommy reminds Ned, when he askes why
she and Daddy were divorced, of how unhappy they had been and how they quar-
reled. She assures him, as Daddy had, that there is no change in parental love, and
that some things will be the same. Daddy comes again in a few days and shows the
boys where he works; this time Ned comments, when they get home, "It didn't feel
good to see Daddy go, but we knew that we would see him again soon." Not too
blatantly purposive, but not substantial as a treatment of a problem or as a story.
Phipson, Joan. When the City Stopped. Atheneum, 1978. 78-6930. 181p. $6.95.
There's a perennial appeal in stories of children who cope capably and believably
R with disaster, and in this tale of a general strike in an Australian city, Phipson has
5-8 captured the tension and fear of Nick and his sister Binkie most vividly. Nick has
only half listened to the warnings of his teachers; when he walks his sister home from
school and finds a breakdown in transportation facilities, he still is not prepared for
calamity. His mother, injured in a traffic snarl, is in a hospital, unconscious. There
are no lights, no water; food stocks are depleted. So the children start off with a
woman who cleans for them, her husband, and two others they pick up, joining the
exodus to the countryside. The book shows in credible fashion how such a situation
brings out the best in some people, the worst in others, and it's a cracking good read.
Pitseolak, Peter. Peter Pitseolak's Escape from Death; written and illus. by Peter Pitseolak;
ed. by Dorothy Eber. Delacorte, 1978. 77-83236. 43p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed.
$7.45 net.
Pitseolak, artist and historian of Southwest Baffin Island, wrote two accounts in
R Eskimo syllabics of the true story of being caught in a swiftly moving ice field with his
3-5 son. Translated, both versions were drawn on for this book, illustrated by Pitseolak
with bold, clean, primitive paintings. The writing is direct and simple, a moving
narrative that reveals the author's courage, piety, and modesty. It is contemporary
(Pitseolak died in 1973) but the story has a timeless quality in its evocation of the
isolated wastes, and the stoic and dignified Eskimo acceptance of Arctic life.
Politi, Leo. Mr. Fong's Toy Shop; written and illus. by Leo Politi. Scribner, 1978. 78-1547.
27p. $6.95.
Black and white drawings have interesting textural variation but are less effective,
Ad on those pages that are visually dense, than Politi's work is in color. The story is
3-4 adequately told but rather stiffly, with a weak story line and no characterization save
for the depiction of Mr. Fong as a kindly man who enjoys children. He welcomes
children to his toy store, shows them how to use such toys as magic sticks and
yo-yos, tells them some stories, and teaches them how to make and use shadow
puppets. They put on a shadow puppet play at the Moon Festival and Mr. Fong is
proud of them. He finds a poem one of the children has written and is pleased by an
expression of gratitude for his kindness.
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Price, Christine. The Mystery of Masks; written and illus. by Christine Price. Scribner, 1978.
77-27558. 64p. $6.95.
Price describes masks from many cultures, discussing their origins and the rituals
Ad or dances in which they are used. The illustrations, fine pencil drawings, provide
6-8 drama; an appended list of notes gives sources for a text that is weakened by a
rambling quality; since there is no index and since the chapter divisions are general
rather than specific or geographical, titles like "Spirits and Human Beings" or "The
Animal World" indicate the broad nature of categories, with little arrangement dis-
cernible within each category.
Rau, Margaret. The People of New China; written and photographed by Margaret Rau.
Messner, 1978. 78-960. 128p. $7.79.
This can serve as a companion volume to the author's The People's Republic of
R China (reviewed in the July, 1974 issue) although it covers some of the same material.
5-7 In the earlier book the author, who was born in China and lived there for many years,
provided a history of the country and described many aspects of contemporary life;
here the focus is on contemporary life, with chapters devoted either to life in a town
or a village, or to life in such a major city as Peking or Shanghai. In discussing the
living patterns of residents, Rau covers such aspects of modem life as education,
industry, familial relationships, and the arts. The tone is not laudatory, but it is
sympathetic; the writing style is direct and the material well-organized. A pronuncia-
tion guide and an index are appended.
Ray, Mary. Song of Thunder. Faber, 1978. 206p. $8.95.
Kenofer, a promising young bard, had left his Aegean island after a volcanic
R eruption in which his widowed mother lost her life and his younger sister, Theano,
7-10 disappeared. The boy is taken in by a master harper on the Cretan shore where his
boat lands; later he finds his sister being cared for in the home of an older friend,
Prince Geryon. It is Geryon's son who, years later, accompanies Kenofer-by then a
famous harper-and Theano on a return visit to the island. In a dramatic conclusion
to a deftly-crafted story, the visitors are endangered and horror-stricken when they
witness an even more violent "song of thunder," for this time the volcanic eruption is
so violent that the ash lays waste vast stretches of other islands nearby. This is an
exciting story, and the period details are so smoothly incorporated that the author's
manifest erudition and her research are never obtrusive.
Rettich, Margret. The Silver Touch and Other Family Christmas Stories; tr. from the German
by Elizabeth D. Crawford; illus. by Rolf Rettich. Morrow, 1978. 78-6817. 191p. Trade
ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.67 net.
The translator has provided smooth, colloquial writing; the author has provided a
R wonderfully differentiated assortment of stories that are pithy, realistic, and nicely
4-6 constructed, some tender, some humorous. All of the tales are brief, all are contem-
porary, and they include such topics as staying up late as a special treat, writing
thank-you letters, making up after a family quarrel, putting up with the hospitality of
a boastful relative, coping with a household disaster (minor), comparing Christmas
dolls (one boy owner, one girl owner) and other delights of the season.
Roberts, Willo Davis. The Minden Curse; illus. by Sherry Streeter. Atheneum, 1978. 77-
24433. 226p. $7.95.
You couldn't convince Danny or Gramps that they didn't have the family curse of
always being on the scene when things went wrong; if there was an accident, one of
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them was sure to be a witness. Or a bank robbery. They didn't see a valuable dog
Ad being kidnapped, but Danny-who had expected to be bored by a summer with
4-6 Gramps and Aunt Mattie-managed to get on the track of the miscreants. This has
writing as smooth as Roberts' earlier books, A View From the Cherry Tree and Don't
Hurt Laurie and it has action and humor, but it doesn't have the same kind of
suspense or cohesion.
Rosen, Winifred. Henrietta and the Day of the Iguana; illus. by Kay Chorao. Four Winds,
1978. 77-19047. 26p. $5.95.
Another entertaining story about doughty little Henrietta (the erstwhile wild
R woman of Borneo, self-styled) is illustrated by nicely textured black and white draw-
K-3 ings that echo the humor of the text. Henrietta tells the story, sometimes with a trace
of the Plaza's Eloise, of the shopping expedition she detests. Mother nags, sister
sneers, nothing fits, everybody else has a package, and Henrietta's feet hurt. She
decides the one thing she wants is an iguana. Mother passes the buck to Father.
Father takes Henrietta to a pet store, knowing full well she'll change her mind. She
changes her mind. And then father and daughter have a rueful chat. The father-child
relationship is warm and candid, the dialogue is natural, and the story has a deftly
humorous treatment of a not uncommon childhood reaction.
Sabin, Francene. Perfect Pets: by Francene and Louis Sabin: illus. with photographs. Put-
nam, 1978. 77-12598. 127p. $7.95.
The Sabins' thesis is that there is a perfect pet for everyone, a creature that will be
R right for the owner's preferences, possible allergies, living accommodations, and
5-7 amount of leisure time. The text does not discuss larger mammals or outdoor pets,
but focuses on insects, birds, amphibians and reptiles, fish and other water animals,
and such small mammals as gerbils and hamsters. Concern for the safety and comfort
of pets is stressed, and the information about each species includes shopping for
healthy pets (or catching them), housing and feeding, keeping pets healthy, training
them, and so on. The writing style is straightforward, save for a bit of gush in the
prefatory remarks. An index is appended.
Savitz, Harriet May. Wheelchair Champions: A History of Wheelchair Sports; illus. with
photographs. T. Y. Crowell, 1978. 77-11561. 117p. Trade ed. $7.95: Library ed. $7.79
net.
This would be exciting and informative enough if it simply described the growth of
R organized sports (including special facilities and equipment) for the handicapped or
7- described the sports careers of men and women who are paraplegics, quadriplegics,
polio v ictims-and it does. What it adds is a great deal of information about attitudes
toward the handicapped, facts about their capabilities as citizens and workers as well
as wheelchair athletes, and many suggestions about ways in which the lot of the
handicapped person could be improved by such concrete changes as more ramps and
sidewalk cuts and by less tangible--but just as important--changes in society's ac-
ceptance of the disabled. Sources of additional information and an index are in-
cluded.
Schreiber, Elizabeth Anne. Wonders of Terns; illus. with photographs by Elizabeth Anne and
Ralph W. Schreiber. Dodd, 1978. 77-16862. 64p. $5.95.
Illustrated with photographs that are nicely placed and labelled, a text in a good
R series ("Wonders of, . .") is written most capably by an ornithologist. Schreiber's
5-9 material is accurate and logically arranged, moving from general information about
tern species and their physical characteristics to chapters that deal with such particu-
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lars as migration, feeding habits, or courtship and nesting. A final chapter discusses
problems in the environment, especially those caused by people, that threaten the
tern population; an index as appended.
Schulman, L. M. Autumn Light. T. Y. Crowell, 1978. 77-26582. 200p. $8.95.
Schulman has chosen ten short stories that focus on the problems of aging, and this
R rather sobering (with one exception) anthology has both diversity of style and mood
8- and consistency of quality. The one humorous story is set in the future, Vonnegut's
"Tomorrow and Tomorrow and Tomorrow," which envisions a world in which
longevity creates severe difficulties for those who enjoy it. Some of the selections-
Nabokov's "A Forgotten Poet" and Hemingway's "A Clean, Well-lighted
Place"-move slowly, but most of the stories have momentum and are provocative
or poignant. Also included are pieces by Carson McCullers, Roger Angell, Truman
Capote, Jean Stafford, Hortense Calisher, and Jean Rhys. A book for the mature and
discriminating reader.
Schwartz, Sheila. Growing Up Guilty. Pantheon Books, 1978. 78-7720. 196p. Trade ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $6.99 net.
Susan at fifteen is unattractive and she knows it-nevertheless, it is wounding
Ad when the other girls in her bunkhouse make it clear that they consider her an out-
6-9 sider. For Susan, who tells the story, camp is as miserable an experience as family
life with a domineering, irrational, critical mother and a father who is a timid nonen-
tity. She meets a young man from another camp and he actually likes her, so Susan's
happy until their innocent affair is discovered and misinterpreted; both are sent
home. She meets and learns to love Sol, an ardent communist, and his warm, affec-
tionate mother: she adjusts to the death (cancer) of this first close female friend and to
the death of her own brother (a crash during basic training in 1948) and she brings Sol
home to meet her family. Schwartz gives a vivid picture of an unhappy adolescent,
and many of her characters are acid-etched, but the story is weakened by the uneven
pace-a brief home setting, a long camp sequence, a brief interlude at home, then the
relationship with Sol and his mother, then-in two pages-the death of Susan's
brother and her mother's acceptance of Sol, whom she had hitherto disparaged.
Scott, Jack Denton. City of Birds and Beasts; Behind the Scenes at the Bronx Zoo; illus. with
photographs by Ozzie Sweet. Putnam, 1978. 77-13888. 120p. $8.95.
By taking meticulous records of a single day at the Bronx Zoo, Scott gives readers
R information about attitudes toward animals, relations with the community, and con-
6-9 servation policies as well as about problems or antics of the zoo's inhabitants. This
gives many facts about animal care and feeding, accommodations, and the work of
the zoo staff; the anecdotal approach gives the book vitality, and the writing style and
photography are up to the usual high standards of Scott and Sweet.
Seavy, Susan. The Liberation of Samantha Carson. Nelson, 1978. 77-29233. 151p. $6.95.
A prologue and epilogue, set in contemporary times and picturing the relationship
Ad between a girl and her grandmother, frame a story of the grandmother's grand-
6-9 mother, Samantha Carson. A farm wife, uneducated but shrewd and intelligent,
Manthy rebels when she realizes that her second husband is a charming wastrel who
is conniving to get possession of all her inherited property. Taking charge of her own
affairs, Manthy becomes increasingly strong, knowledgeable, and articulate; an early
feminist, she influences her daughter-in-law and grandchild, the grandchild who be-
comes the liberated grandmother of today. Despite the theme of liberation, the story
has a staid quality: it is adequately written but the pace is uneven; the characteriza-
tion is not deep but it is strong.
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Smith, Robert. Pioneers of Baseball; illus. with photographs. Little, 1978. 77-18820. 180p.
$7.95.
A series of brief sketches of some of the men who were baseball "firsts" include
R such expectable names as Babe Ruth and Jackie Robinson, but Smith hasn't chosen
6-9 just the old familiar heroes: no Ott, no Cobb, but readers will find Charles Comiskey
and Louis Sockalexis and Albert Goodwill. They're all there for good reason, and
Smith writes about them with informed and restrained enthusiasm. The book has
little adulation and plenty of baseball lore; written in a crisp, straightforward style, it
should appeal strongly to fans.
Stevenson, James. The Sea View Hotel; written and illus. by James Stevenson. Greenwillow,
1978. 78-2749. 42p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.67 net.
Back in the days of buggies and potted ferns, a family of three (animals, Edwardian
R vintage) go for a vacation. Hubert's parents sink happily into the plush gentility of the
K-2 resort hotel, but Hubert is bored to death. He can't swim (annual invasion by stinging
jellyfish) and he can't play (not another child there) and the other guests are annoyed
by his noise. Then Hubert finds Alf, the handyman. Alf shows him natural wonders,
skips stones with him, and reveals his hobby: a home-made flying machine. Comes a
windy day and they take the machine out; lifted by a gust of wind, the machine-and
Hubert-have a marvelous, dangerous, unplanned ride. So, when they leave, Hubert
is already hoping that for their next vacation his parents will choose the Sea View
Hotel. The story's told in cartoon strips, with humor and action in both text and
pictures.
Stine, George Harry. Shuttle into Space; A Ride in America's Space Transportation System.
Follett, 1978. 78-51262. 217p. illus. Paper ed. $4.95; Library ed. $8.97 net.
Stine uses a you-are-there structure to give immediacy to a fictionalized but au-
R thoritative description of a trip on a space shuttle set in the future. The unnamed
5-9 speaker is a scientist, as are "you." Other scientists travel and conduct experiments
on the trip, which is a brief one-but it enables the author to give information, in
meticulous detail, about every aspect of the flight, from liftoff and entry to the
structure and functioning of the vehicle, from dress and food to the advantages of
weightlessness in conducting some laboratory experiments. And Stine makes it all
seem real. A glossary and an index are appended.
Stolz, Mary Slattery. Cider Days. Harper, 1978. 77-25652. 130p. $7.95.
In a sequel to Ferris Wheel (reviewed in the July-August 1977 issue) Polly Lewis,
R now in fifth grade, goes on squabbling with her brother, trying to understand Con-
4-5 suela, and repeatedly demonstrating her zest for life. She thinks her parents and Gran
are wonderful, she enjoys school, she loves her horse. In contrast to Polly's vibrancy
is Consuela's unhappy aloofness, her longing for Mexico, her difficulty in adjusting to
being with her mother and being in a Vermont school. Like Ferris Wheel, this has
strong characterization and dialogue, and a fluid narrative flow; it has warm family
relationships and amusing classroom scenes but not a strong story line.
Stonehouse, Bernard. Kangaroos; illus. with photographs. Raintree, 1978. 77-60872. 57 p.
$5.95.
Color photographs add to the usefulness of a text that describes distribution,
Ad habitat, breeding habits, and so on, of the various members of the kangaroo family.
4-6 While accurate and adequately organized, the text has the sterile quality of an ency-
clopedia article; a glossary (which includes some of the species described in the text
but not others), a brief reading list, and an equally brief index are appended.
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Sullivan, Mary W. Brian-foot-in-the-mouth. Nelson, 1978. 77-29130. 9 5p. $6.50.
Brian knew that his father didn't feel as close to him as he did to his three brothers,
Ad all of whom shared Dad's interest in sports. Brian's interest was in playing the guitar;
6-9 his biggest problem was that he always seemed to blurt out the truth, offending
people. His first success was getting a job in a greenhouse, the owner of which
thought Brian was the best worker he'd ever had; his second was befriending Gwen-
dolyn. Gwen was "an oddball," Brian's brother said. And there was certainly some-
thing odd in the intensity of her love for Larry, an intensity that drove her to a suicide
attempt because Larry was planning to go away to college. Readers may ruefully
recognize the discomfort of adolescent bluntness; in depicting this-and Brian's
attempt to overcome it-the story is realistic. It isn't well enough written, however,
to incorporate smoothly the rather serious second plot, Gwen's neurotic behavior
being treated not lightly but too slightly.
Synge, Ursula, ad. Land of Heroes; A Retelling of the Kalevala. Atheneum, 1978. 77-14489.
222p. $6.95.
A splendid retelling of the great Finnish epic, unfortunately printed in very small
R type, draws the separate tales together into a smooth whole, much as Evslin did for
7- Greek myths in Greeks Bearing Gifts. The adventures of the three magician-heroes,
Ilmarinen, Leminkainen, and Vainamoinen, are told in a style that makes them more
comprehensible to today's readers yet preserves the sweep and grandeur of the
genre.
Walther, Tom. A Spider Might; written and illus. by Tom Walther. Sierra Club/Scribner, 1978.
77-16474. 144p. Hardbound $7.95; Paperback $4.95.
Information is given through a long series of paired pages; on the first of each pair,
Ad the author poses a question like "When you are hungry and your mother is away, do
4-6 you ever have thoughts of eating your sisters and brothers?" and on the next page,
"Some mother spiders feed their young .... Young spiders, when left without food,
will eat each other." The second, and shorter part of the book explains where best to
observe spiders, discusses poisonous spiders, and gives some identifying characteris-
tics (with pictures) of common spiders of the United States. A brief bibliography and
an index are appended. Not comprehensive, and just a bit Ripleyish in style, the book
nevertheless gives a considerable number of facts in rather random fashion, but it
may serve to catch the interest of readers who have never before investigated this
large portion of the animal world.
Wibberley, Leonard. Little League Family; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Doubleday, 1978. 77-
12887. 189p. $6.95.
In a story that alternately describes baseball sequences or shifts to Mr. Hurley,
Ad father of the Little League family, and his employment problems, Wibberley tells a
5-7 wholesome and often amusing family and community story. However, the fairly
heavy emphasis on Hurley's frustrating job, his demanding employer, his being fired
for refusing a transfer and his hunt for another job dominate the baseball story,
weakening the book. Roped into service as a member of the California town's
Baseball League Committee and then as director of its fund-raising pancake break-
fast, Hurley irritates his boss by having this outside interest but delights one of his
customers in Hawaii. When he loses his job, Hurley is offered an even better one by
the Hawaiian, Mr. Li, who likes the fact that Hurley put family and community ahead
of business interests. Meanwhile the baseball story (the twin Hurley boys are on
separate teams and both get on the All-Star team) goes competently on.
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Willard, Nancy. The Highest Hit; illus. by Emily McCully. Harcourt, 1978. 77-88970. 115p.
$6.95.
Kate Schmidt tells her own story and she's quite open about the fact that her prime
Ad goal is to be rich and famous. Preferably, while still young. Why? Well, Kate is
4-6 enthralled by the Guinness Book of Records (which she cites frequently) and wants
to be listed there. She also wants to teach her mother to play baseball (three free
lessons is Mom's birthday present), she also wants to help her friend Ursula spy on
Father Beasley, the priest on whom Ursula has a crush, and enter a pet (which she
doesn't have) in a pet show. There's no real storyline, but the writing has a light,
yeasty quality and Kate's antics are diverse and amusing. Not a substantial book, but
lively, wholesome, and entertaining.
Williams, Barbara. Chester Chipmunk's Thanksgiving: illus. by Kay Chorao. Dutton, 1978.
77-20812. 28p. $5.95.
Having made a pecan pie for Thanksgiving, Chester thinks of poor Cousin Archie,
Ad huddling in his small burrow and suffering from assorted ailments. His invitation is
K-2 turned down rudely, Archie's parting words being, "... think of me sitting here cold
and hungry." Chester bakes more pies; save for Oswald Opossum, other invited
neighbors explain that they have family guests coming. However, just as Chester and
Oswald are about to tackle the (by then five) pies, the neighbors show up with their
guests and their dinners, and so does Cousin Archie. The illustrations, rather repeti-
tive pictures of semi-clad animals, are adequate but don't reflect the occasional comic
note of the writing; the story is capably structured, but the style of writing, save for
its humor, is bland.
Wright, Wendell William. The Rainbow Dictionary: assistance by Helene Laird: illus. by
Joseph Low. Rev. ed. Collins/World, 1978. 77-89609. 464p. $7.95.
Spacious pages, large print, and brightly colored pictures make this dictionary
Ad appropriate for children in the primary grades, but the definitions are not always
1-4 clear. The definition for "pray" is "Now I lay me down to sleep/ I pray the Lord my
soul to keep" and for "shirt," it's "My father has on a blue shirt," which-although
there is a picture of a man in a shirt-is not a definition. When there is no picture, as
in definitions of words that are not nouns ("hurrah" ... . "Bob yelled, 'Hurrah, we
won! ' ") the weakness is even more apparent. While the stated procedure is the
explanation by use of synonyms, antonyms, or related facts in sentences, it results in
a uneven level of clarity, especially when a word has more than one meaning.
Nevertheless, the book should serve quite adequately to teach children the uses of
alphabetically arranged reference tools.
Yates, Elizabeth. The Seventh One: illus. by Diana Charles. Walker, 1978. 77-18348. 148p.
$6.95.
This is for the bone-deep dog-lover, a story of a man and the seven dogs he has in
R his lifetime. Tom Wilson is a gentle man, and to him each of his dogs is as distinct an
6- individual and as beloved as a member of the family. In the course of the story, his
wife dies of cancer and he becomes instrumental in helping a blind boy get legal
training, but these events are minor; it is the description of his dogs and their per-
sonalities, the anecdotes about them that are the major portion of the book. Sedate
but engaging in tone, the book is well-written if a bit sentimental.
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